
Artist Statement       

 I have always enjoyed the works of artists who were/are dedicated to 

expressing his/her inner sanctums and psychologies , giving viewers a 

window that celebrates ingenuity and individuality . My primary visual 

interest lie in the underlying spatial design relations in compositions . I have 

begun to realize that my own spatial design interplays may stem from my 

belief and experiences that we and the Universe are one in the same and 

that the amount of interconnect is the way to conceptualize creatively and 

many times my compositions meld from one shape to the next with a 

smooth organic flow. I explore and partner this Cosmic play through the 

human experiences of rhythm ,spatial language and personal associative 

reference, transposing these relations in personalized 2D works derived 

from an intuited externalizing design process with some allegory overlay 

utilizing primarily paint mediums, sculpting the shapes and forms with an 

organic aesthetic . My hope is that these visual creations will be 

appreciated and enjoyed as well crafted works of art that viewers can 

ponder and experience anew with each veiwing. I also hope to convey that 

through the arts one can come to truly Know Thyself ,and how this journey 

of personalized language discovery and developement can help one 

organize a Big Picture idealization that may open minds.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                         BIOGRAPHY      I grew up in Richmond County , the 

Sandhills region of North Carolina . I developed a love of music early in life 

. Fortunately our school system provided us with a energetic music 

program that explored several forms of artistic expression--musical,visual 

and movement.Upon graduation I pursued opportunities I felt would help 

me begin to discover my own style and language . Spurred by my 

curiosities about how individual preferences, character and personality 

effect interpretations and shape ones spatial style through-out the arts, I 

began to experiment and concentrate with visual mediums. I attended 

schools were I learned basic rules of design and composition. I began to 

paint, draw and read with more regularity and soon realized the immersive 

nature of art making melded well with my increasingly introversive modes 

of coping . I have found that opening an inner dialog with my intuitive forces 

has helped me cultivate a sense of discovery by creating space for 

speculations and perspectives about my schematic patternings and those 

of the larger macrocosm of life. I have found that contemplating the nature 

of reality helps loosen learned and organically inherent mental polarizing 

vales allowing one helpful glimpses of the Universe's Efficient Genius of 

Design 


